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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a bionic and pos-
ture-correcting desk and chair, and more particularly to
a bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair for prima-
ry or middle school students.
[0002] Nowadays, an increasing number of primary
school students and middle school students are suffering
from short-sight and hunchback. Thus, to develop a pos-
ture-correcting backrest for study is a consensus and re-
quirement from people all over the world.
[0003] There are many causes for such unhealthy ten-
dency and the results are serious. From the perspective
of school hygiene, "forward sitting position" is defined if
a person’s upper body gravity is right on or in the front
of the ischiatic tuberosity, where the balance is main-
tained by the back muscles and thighs. "Backward sitting
position" is defined if a person’s upper body gravity is
behind the ischiatic tuberosity, where the back must be
against the backrest. It is apparent that the forward sitting
position is likely to cause fatigue while the backward sit-
ting position is not. However, students are fond of using
the forward sitting position to study by bending over the
desks. From the perspective of the physiology, when your
line of sight is perpendicular to the object you are looking
at, the image projected onto your retina is the clearest.
It is called the "physiological visual angle". Therefore, the
students have to look down for the clearest image. From
the perspective of the biology, human bones are made
up of hard and fragile inorganic composition and flexible
organic composition. The physical properties of bones
are hardness and flexibility. The content of different com-
position and the physical properties of bones vary with
age. For example, teenagers’ bones are less hard but
more flexible and elastic; therefore they are unlikely to
be fractured but likely to be deformed. If students do not
pay more attention on their sitting position when they
study, they would suffer from hunchback, scoliosis or
short-sight. Liu Zhiming, the attending physician in Bei-
jing Puren Hospital (previously Beijing No. 4 Hospital),
finds out after many years research that if teenagers pay
less attention on their sitting position when they study,
they are more likely to suffer from fatigue, short-sight and
hunchback. An even more serious consequence is that
they are at considerably higher risk of contracting cervical
spondylosis after growing up.
[0004] However, this unhealthy phenomenon has not
been deeply realized. On the one hand, students like to
use the forward sitting position to study by bending over
the desks, they have not been aware of the function of
the backward sitting position. On the other hand, some
students partially lay great emphasis on backward sitting
position, they have not been aware of the importance of
the forward sitting position and not recognized such po-
sition can be necessary and corrected. But in fact, if there
is no "forward sitting position", Chinese traditional brush
cannot be used properly. The backward sitting position,
as a sitting position contrary to the forward sitting position,

also has the problem that students study by bending over
the desks. In addition, the forward sitting position and the
backward sitting position, as two basic positions, can be
freely switched. During the switch, there are other op-
tional positions because people cannot sit with only one
position. All the positions are contributable to correct sit-
ting, reading, writing, and listening, i.e. a fist distance
between chest and edge of desk and a foot from eyes to
books. In this way, the fingertip can be an inch from the
pen point while the head and body can remain straight.
[0005] To solve the above problems, some measures
have been taken but with poor results. With respect to
the backrest, related devices have been invented to pre-
vent short-sight and hunchback. Chinese Pat. App. No.
CN02354452 discloses a healthy desk and chair for study
whose desk is fixed and the rear part thereof is tilted.
However, the space between the desk and chair is diffi-
cult to adjust and even if the space is well adjusted, it is
troublesome for a user how to get out from the desk and
chair. Chinese Pat. App. No. CN03330221discloses a
chair whose legs are disposed with wheels, which is con-
ducive to adjusting the space between the desk and chair
but the wheels is inconvenient for turn on/off. Chinese
Pat. App. No. CN03238636.2 discloses a novel desk and
chair for prevention and treatment of myopia and hump-
back. The desk and chair has a backrest connected to a
beam via a chin pad. An upper and lower adjustable col-
umns are flexibly connected with the rear of the desk and
slightly tilted backward. However, when users sit on the
chair and leans against the backrest, the desk will
shakes. Meanwhile, the alteration of sitting position is
very difficult and the height of the device cannot be mod-
ified. Chinese Pat. App. No. CN03275800 discloses a
desk and chair for study, in which the space between the
desk and chair is adjustable. However, the desk does
not have a sternal plate and users tend to study lying on
the desk. Furthermore, the height of the device cannot
be modified. French Pat. Appl. Publ. No. 683719A dis-
closes a set of a school desk and a chair. The desktop
of the desk is moveable and the height of the desk is
adjusted by two plates which move in the vertical direc-
tion. The space between the desk and the chair is ad-
justed by sliding the desk and the chair on a track. How-
ever, the desk and the chair do not prevent users from
being able to bend over the desktop.
[0006] The above devices have effects to some extent
but still have the following problems. The conventional
adjustable support is the sternal plate. The lower end of
the sternal plate is not connected with the ventral plate
and the abdomen is not supported. When students are
in study, their waists are likely to bend and their bodies
are likely to move downwards. In addition, under normal
circumstances, sitting tools do not have backrests, if they
have, the backrests are mostly fixed. Even if the back-
rests are moveable forwards and backwards, they are
not fit with the conventional adjustable support, therefore,
the external condition for study with the correct sitting
position is not achieved
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[0007] It is one objective of the invention to provide a
bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair. It allows
users to maintain the correct "forward sitting position"
and "backward sitting position" or a sitting position ther-
ebetween all the time, and meanwhile the sitting positions
which are comfortable and unlikely to cause fatigue can
be easily adjusted or changed.
[0008] To achieve the above objective, in accordance
with the invention as defined in the appended claims,
there is provided a bionic and posture-correcting desk
and chair, comprising a separate or combined desk and
chair or stool, the bottom of desk legs being connected
with a footrest and a chair back being connected between
supports of the chair back, wherein at the upper and lower
parts of the desk and chair are disposed with a posture-
correcting device and a mechanism for fixing the posture-
correcting device; the posture-correcting device is re-
placeable at will and allows users to maintain the correct
"forward sitting position" and "backward sitting position"
or a sitting position therebetween all the time, and a desk-
top lifting mechanism is disposed between the desktop
and a desk drawer for adjustment of the height and incli-
nation of the desktop.
[0009] The desktop lifting mechanism is a lifting mech-
anism disposed between a desktop and a bookrack for
synchronous lifting and lowering the desktop and
bookrack. The lifting mechanism comprises a vertical slot
disposed at the relative inner sides of the desk’s left and
right front legs. The relative inner sides of the upper ends
of the left and right supports are attached by a vertical
plate. The supports connect the vertical plate and its two
ends are moveable up and down the vertical slot and the
inner legs. The upper ends of the two supports are move-
ably connected with the front end of the desktop. The
middle of the left and right sides of the vertical plate
projects upwards and passes through left and right
long-strip apertures on the desktop to be parallel with the
desktop. On the boss portion is disposed with 1-2
bookrack support holes. Inside the support holes is dis-
posed with a moveable pin that fits with the recess on a
support tube of the bookrack. The moveable pin has a
bow-shaped leaf spring or an aperture on the wall of the
support hole. Inside the aperture is disposed with a small-
er boss. The rear end of the boss is connected with a
column, whose rear end is against a spring. At the rear
bottom of the desktop is disposed with a position adjust-
ing tooth that fits with an edge angle of the upper end of
the desk box.
[0010] The lifting mechanism comprises a rear bottom
of the desktop moveably connected with the rear upper
end of the desk box. The rear front end of the desktop is
moveably connected with the vertical plate. The middle
portion of the left and right sides of the vertical plate
projects upwards and passes through the long-strip ap-
ertures on the desktop to be parallel with the desktop.
On the boss portion is disposed with 1-2 bookrack sup-
port holes. Inside the support hole is disposed with a
moveable pin that fits with a support tube of the bookrack.

From the top to the bottom of the desk boxes are respec-
tively disposed with a control groove inclining backwards.
The control groove and column underneath are sheathed
together. The rear of the vertical plate is moveably con-
nected with a support pillar. The lower left and right edge
angles of the support pillar fit with the arc-shaped teeth
of a desk box baseplate.
[0011] The lifting mechanism comprises a rear bottom
of the desktop moveably connected with the rear upper
end of the desk box. The middle portion, from the front
end of the desktop, is disposed with a long-strip aperture.
Inside the aperture is provided with a moveable bracket,
whose opposite left and right ends extend with a shaft
and whose middle portion is connected by front and rear
plates. The left and right sides of the moveable bracket
are respectively disposed with a bookrack support hole.
In the middle of the moveable bracket is disposed with
an adjustable tube hole. At the bottom of the front end of
the desk box is moveably connected with an adjustable
tube that is sheathed with an adjustable tubular pile. The
upper end of the adjustable tube extends to be parallel
with the desktop through the adjustable tube hole on the
moveable bracket. The upper end of a connecting rod in
the adjustable tube is connected with a button and the
lower end thereof is connected with an adjustable pin. At
the connection point between the moveable bracket and
the adjustable tube is disposed with a vertical slot and a
cross rod is used to connect the moveable bracket and
the adjustable tube as a whole.
[0012] On the desk footrest or the chair footrest pro-
vided with wheels is disposed with a lock mechanism,
which is used to keep the desk and chair steady relative
to the ground.
[0013] The desk footrest or the chair footrest is dis-
posed with a foot button as the lock mechanism, whose
bottom is connected with foot block by a spring.
[0014] For the posture-correcting device and the
mechanism for fixing the posture-correcting device, at
least one footrest is disposed at the place where the
height-unadjustable desk and chair legs are flatly placed.
The footrest is directly or indirectly placed on the ground
or the track or covered in the desk layer cover to float
above the connecting bracket.
[0015] The footrest is disposed on a height-adjustable
desk and chair having signal left and right legs. The width
of the footrest is the width of the desk legs and the footrest
is fixed on the desk legs. Alternatively, the footrest is
disposed on a height-unadjustable desk and fixed on the
desk legs. The rear ends of the chair beams are moveably
connected with the lower ends of the chair back supports.
Between the lower portions of the chair beams and chair
bases are connected with lower chair legs. The lower
ends of the upper chair legs are inserted in the upper
ends of the lower chair legs on the chair beams and fixed.
The desk and chair legs comprise upper legs and lower
legs and the upper ends of the two lower legs are con-
nected together as a whole. The lower ends of the two
upper legs that are connected under the desk box and
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the chair beam are respectively inserted in the upper
ends of the lower legs and fixed. The rear end of the chair
beam is moveably connected with the lower end of the
chair back support. The opposite outer sides of the front
ends of chair armrests are respectively connected with
an armrest plate. The armrest plate is moveably connect-
ed with a moveable tube outwards. The movable tube
comprises an external tube and an internal tube. The
front end of the internal tube is moveably connected with
the armrest plate and the rear end of the external tube
is moveably connected with the chair back supports. The
front end and the bottom of the external tube are reversely
disposed with a spring bolt. The spring bolt fits with the
positional adjustment holes at the front lower portion of
the internal tube. The rear section of the internal tube is
disposed with an aperture. The aperture moveably co-
operates with an adjustable slot under the rear section
of the external tube. The chair back is moveable back
and forth or fixed. In addition, if the chair has four legs
disposed at four sides, the chair having the chair base
disposed between the left and right chair legs can be
placed on the desk footrest having a leg cover opening
and a leg cover aperture.
[0016] The desk and chair legs are disposed with layer
covers. The width of the layer cover is the length between
the front and rear legs of the desk and chair and the
length of the layer cover is the length between the left
and right legs. The layer cover is connected with the gap
of one layer or multiple layers of at least two strips. The
outer sides of the left and right ends of the transversal
layer cover, or the front and rear or one end of the lon-
gitudinal layer cover are separately connected with a baf-
fle. The strips are directly connected with the legs or the
vertical plate having the same width as the two legs. The
left and right sides of the vertical plate cover the other
two sides of the legs to form a recess/square tube/circular
tube layer cover, which is fixed to the legs by the bolt
(spring clamp) via the positional adjustment holes or
moveably covered on the legs. A connecting plate is used
to connect the two ends of the vertical plate. One end of
the vertical plate is disposed with an aperture that fits
with the corresponding boss of the footrest. A flat square
is disposed under the chair or the footrest. Between the
flat square and the vertical plate is disposed with a layer
cover. The layer cover, the long-strip aperture or pin head
are sheathed together.
[0017] Advantages of the invention are summarized
below: 1. According to the bionic principle, the lower end
of the single-column lower adjustable pillar, similar to the
desk backrest sternal plate, extends to the lower part of
the abdomen and the bottom of the desk box (desk box
baseplate) from the chest to the desk edge. The fixed
connection between the lower end of the lower adjustable
pillar and the desk edge is changed to the moveable con-
nection. The upper adjustable plate between the desk
backrest sternal plate and the ventral plate is inserted in
a transversal gap of the adjustable plate cover or the
adjustable cover of the mounting plate. The lower adjust-

able plate moveably connected with the lower end of the
sternal/ventral plate is directly or indirectly moveably con-
nected with the desktop lifting mechanism and the
bookrack lifting mechanism to make the desk and chair
as a whole. The desk or the chair is disposed with a foot-
rest. A chair back support adjustment mechanism and a
chair back adjustment mechanism are disposed on the
chair including the layer covers, tracks, desk and chair
seats and foot button. The problem that students study
by bending over the desks is solved by using such struc-
ture. If the user places his feet hardly on the footrest, the
sternal/ventral plate and the chair back are against the
chest, abdomen, waist and back. The user is clamped in
the middle. He can bend over or lean behind at will. The
desktop can be flat or inclined. The bookrack can be lifted
with the desktop and remains the optimal distance and
angle with eyes, therefore a reasonable space will be
formed between the head, eyes, neck, chest, abdomen,
waist, back, buttocks, elbows, legs, feet and the desk
and chair. Users will always be at the correct "forward
sitting position" or "backward sitting position" or any po-
sition in between. In addition, the position can be changed
at will and students will not easily fatigue. It saves large
amount of time for teaching and study. 2. The distance
between the desk and the chair can be adjusted at will.
Although it is the distance that is adjusted and controlled
between the desk and the chair, the amount of inclination
for forward and backward movement of the waist, back,
chest and abdomen are indirectly controlled. Further-
more, the chair back and a sternal/ventral plate are sup-
ported and moveably connected. It is helpful to keep the
waist, back, chest and abdomen straight, to allow the feet
to place flat to be as wide as the shoulder. Users can
easily meet the requirement for study with correct sitting
positions. The space between the desk and the chair can
be adjusted to be wide or narrow and users can bend
over or lean behind. They are suitable for the nature of
students; 3. The height of the desk and chair can be easily
adjusted, especially with the application of the layer cov-
ers. Screwdrivers and wrenches are not required. It over-
comes the drawbacks that tall users need to bend over
and short users cannot reach. The set of desk and chair
is suitable for users whether you are young or old. Only
one set of the desk and chair is enough for a primary
student, who can still use in high school. For a class, the
desk and chair can be tailored for different students with
different height. After using the desk and chair, the stu-
dents will be at the same height; 4. By using the desk
and chair provided by the invention is good for tidiness.
The noises when moving the desk and chair is low. The
chair box provided by the invention can hold more books.
The desk and chair are moveable; it is easy for students
to clean the floor, and 5. The bionic and posture-correct-
ing desk and chair provided by the invention is applicable
not only for families but schools. The effects are imme-
diate. The structure is simple and it is easy to be popu-
larized.
[0018] The invention is explained in further detail below
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with reference to the embodiments and attached draw-
ings.
[0019] FIG. 1 is a structural representation of a desk
in accordance with example 1 of the invention;
[0020] FIG. 2 is a structural representation of the desk
in accordance with example 2 of the invention;
[0021] FIG. 3 is a structural representation of the desk
in accordance with example 3 of the invention;
[0022] FIG. 4 is a sectional view of a moveable tube
of FIG. 3;
[0023] FIG. 5 is a structural representation of the desk
in accordance with example 4 of the invention;
[0024] FIG. 6 is a front view of a chair shown in FIG. 5;
[0025] FIG. 7 is a side view of the chair of FIG. 6;
[0026] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of the chair of
FIG. 6 in use;
[0027] FIG. 9 is a structural representation of the desk
in accordance with example 5 of the invention;
[0028] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a connecting
method of the desk and chair of FIG. 9;
[0029] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of another con-
necting method of the desk and chair of FIG. 9;
[0030] FIG. 12 is a structural representation of the desk
in accordance with example 6 of the invention;
[0031] FIG. 13 is a front sectional view of a lock mech-
anism of FIG. 12;
[0032] FIG. 14 is a structural representation of the desk
in accordance with example 7 of the invention;
[0033] FIG. 15 is a structural representation of a lock
of FIG. 14;
[0034] FIG. 16 is another structural representation of
a lock of FIG. 14;
[0035] FIG. 17 is a side view of a connecting method
of the desk and chair of FIG. 9;
[0036] FIG. 18 is a side view of another connecting
method of the desk and chair of FIG. 10;
[0037] FIG. 19 is a side view of a footrest with upper
and lower plates of the invention;
[0038] FIG. 20 is a side view of a lever type footrest of
the invention;
[0039] FIG. 21 is a layout view of a desk and chair
frame of the invention;
[0040] FIG. 22 is another layout view of the desk and
chair frame of the invention;
[0041] FIG. 23 is a third layout view of the desk and
chair frame of the invention;
[0042] FIG. 24 is a structural representation of a desk
and chair in accordance with of the invention;
[0043] FIG .25 is a structural representation of the desk
and chair in accordance with example 8 of the invention;
[0044] FIG. 26 is a front view of a desktop lifting mech-
anism of the invention;
[0045] FIG. 27 is a side view of FIG. 26;
[0046] FIG. 28 is a structural representation of another
desktop lifting mechanism of the invention;
[0047] FIG. 29 is a side view of FIG. 28;
[0048] FIG. 30 is a side view of FIG. 28 in use;
[0049] FIG. 31 is a top view of a desk box baseplate

of FIG. 28;
[0050] FIG. 32 is a structural representation of a third
desktop lifting mechanism of the invention;
[0051] FIG. 33 is a top view of FIG. 32;
[0052] FIG. 34 is a top view of a moveable pin of FIG.
32;
[0053] FIG. 35 is a front view of FIG. 34;
[0054] FIG. 36 is a side sectional view of a desk back-
rest of the invention being mounted on the desktop which
is placed horizontally;
[0055] FIG. 37 is a side sectional view of the desk back-
rest and the desktop lifting mechanism of the invention
being mounted on the desktop which is placed horizon-
tally;
[0056] FIG. 38 is a partially side sectional view of the
desk backrest and the desktop lifting mechanism of the
invention being mounted on a moveable connection part
of the desk;
[0057] FIG. 39 is a top view of a vertical clamp plate
and a lifting plate of the desktop lifting mechanism of the
invention being mounted on the desk box baseplate;
[0058] FIG. 40 is a top view of the vertical clamp plate
and the lifting plate of the desktop lifting mechanism of
the invention being mounted at the left and right desk
box side plates; and
[0059] FIG. 41 is a bottom view of a spring adjustment
mechanism of the desktop lifting mechanism being
mounted at the bottom of the desk box.
[0060] As shown in FIGS. 1, 2,3,5,9,12,14, and 25, a
bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair, in accord-
ance with the invention, comprises a separate or com-
bined desk and chair or stool, the bottom of desk legs
are connected with a footrest and a chair back is con-
nected between its supports 202, in which at the upper
and lower parts of the desk and chair and/or between the
desk and chair (between desk legs 8 and chair legs 8)
are disposed with a posture-correcting device and a
mechanism for fixing the posture-correcting device. The
posture-correcting device allows users to maintain the
correct "forward sitting position" and "backward sitting
position" or the sitting position in between at all times,
and meanwhile the device is replaceable at will.
[0061] As shown in FIGS. 26-27, between the desktop
3 and the bookrack 109 is disposed with a lifting mech-
anism for the bookrack 109. The lifting mechanism com-
prises a vertical slot that is disposed at the relative inner
sides of the desk’s left and right front legs. The relative
inner sides of the upper ends of the left and right supports
202 are attached by a vertical plate. The supports 202
connecting the vertical plate and its two ends are move-
able up and down the vertical slot and the inner legs. The
upper ends of the two supports 202 are moveably con-
nected with the front end of the desktop. The 1/3 of the
left and right sides of the vertical plate projects upwards
and passes through left and right long-strip apertures on
the desktop to be parallel with the desktop. On the boss
portion is disposed with 1-2 bookrack support holes 204.
Inside the support holes is disposed with a moveable pin
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that fits with the recess on a support tube of the bookrack
109. The moveable pin has a bow-shaped leaf spring
206 or an aperture on the wall of the support hole. Inside
the aperture is disposed with a smaller boss. The rear
end of the boss is connected with a column, whose rear
end is against a spring. At the rear bottom of the desktop
is disposed with a position adjusting tooth 33 that fits with
an edge angle 211 of the upper end of the desk box.
[0062] As shown in FIGS. 28-31, with respect to the
lifting mechanism, the rear bottom of the desktop 3 is
moveably connected with the rear upper end of the desk
box. The rear front end of the desktop is moveably con-
nected with the vertical plate having the same length and
width as a rear plate 212 of the desk box. The middle
portion of the left and right sides of the vertical plate
projects upwards and passes through the long-strip ap-
ertures on the desktop to be parallel with the desktop.
On the boss portion is disposed with 1-2 bookrack sup-
port holes 204. Inside the support holes is disposed with
a moveable pin that fits with a support tube of the
bookrack. At the front inner sides of the two side plates
of the desk box are respectively disposed with a control
groove 218 inclining backwards from top to bottom. The
middle lower portion of the rear left and right sides of the
vertical plate is moveably connected with a support pillar
219, whose lower left and right edge angles fit with the
arc-shaped teeth of a desk box baseplate.
[0063] As shown in FIGS. 32-35, with respect to the
lifting mechanism, the rear bottom of the desktop 3 is
moveably connected with the rear upper end of the desk
box. The middle portion, approximately 1-2 cm from the
front end of the desktop 3, is disposed with a long-strip
aperture. Inside the aperture is provided with a moveable
bracket, whose opposite left and right ends extend with
a shaft and whose middle portion is connected by front
and rear plates. The left and right sides of the moveable
bracket are respectively disposed with a bookrack sup-
port hole. In the middle of the moveable bracket is dis-
posed with an adjustable tube hole. In the middle of the
bottom left and right of the inner front end of the desk
box is moveably connected with an adjustable tube that
is sheathed with an adjustable tubular pile. The upper
end of the adjustable tube extends to be parallel with the
desktop through the adjustable tube hole on the move-
able bracket. The upper end of a connecting rod in the
adjustable tube is connected with a button. When the
button is pressed, the desktop 3 and a book placing board
115 of the bookrack 109 are always in an appropriate
inclination.
[0064] A flat square box is disposed under the chair
surface or footrest. The contact surface between the
square box and the layer cover is disposed with a
long-strip aperture or pin head.
[0065] As shown in FIGS. 1-4, with respect to the pos-
ture-correcting device of the desk and chair and a mech-
anism for fixing the posture-correcting device, on a
height-fixed desk and chair is provided with a maximum
height and space 38 for high school students or tall indi-

viduals. At the distance that desk moves close to the
chair to meet the requirement for correct sitting position,
a person sits on the chair 7 having the corresponding
height, the back is against the chair back 17, the head,
chest and abdomen are against the desk backrest 21,
the elbows are placed on the desktop 3, a back desktop
5, or an elbow plate 6 having the corresponding height
and, and one or more footrests 20 are disposed at the
place where the feet are placed. From the lower ends
(the desk bottom 10 and lower part of wheels 11) to the
upper ends of the desk/chair legs 8 are connected with
at least one footrest. The footrest is directly or indirectly
placed on the ground or on a track 30 or covered in a
desk and chair cover to float above a connecting bracket
71. The desk footrest 20 has the same width as the desk
and is fixed to the desk legs 8 by bolts 34 via positional
adjustment holes 32. At left and right ends of the footrests
20 are provided with strip pads 31, which are fixed to the
desk legs 8 by bolts 34 via positional adjustment holes
32. Between the lower portions of the chair beams 19
and chair bases 9 are connected with lower chair legs.
The lower ends of the upper chair legs are inserted fin
upper ends of the lower chair legs on the chair beam 19
and fixed by the bolts 34 via the positional adjustment
holes 32. The desk and chair legs comprise upper legs
8 and lower legs 8 and the upper ends of the two lower
legs are connected together as a whole. The lower ends
of the two upper legs that are connected under the desk
box and the chair beam 19 are respectively inserted in
the upper ends of the lower legs and fixed by the bolts
34 via the positional adjustment holes 32. The rear ends
of the chair beams 19 are moveably connected with the
lower ends of the chair back supports 18. The opposite
outer sides of the front ends of chair armrests 45 are
respectively connected with an armrest plate 56. The
armrest plate 56 is moveably connected with a moveable
tube 44 outwards. The movable tube 44 comprises an
external tube 61 and an internal tube 61. The front end
of the internal tube 61 is moveably connected with the
armrest plate 56 and the rear end of the external tube 61
is moveably connected with the chair back supports 18.
The front end and the bottom of the external tube 61 are
reversely disposed with a spring bolt 134. The spring bolt
134 fits with the positional adjustment holes 32 at the
front lower portion of the internal tube 61. The rear section
of the internal tube 61 is disposed with an aperture. The
aperture moveably cooperates with an adjustable slot 94
under the rear section of the external tube 161 by the
bolt 34. The chair back support 18 is moveable back and
forth or fixed.
[0066] As shown in FIGS. 5-8, the lower portion of the
desk legs and the upper portion of the chair legs are
disposed with a layer cover 22. The layer cover compris-
es a transversal layer cover 22 and a longitudinal layer
cover 22. The width of the layer cover equals to the length
between the inner sides (including the legs) of the front
and rear legs of the desk or chair. The length of the layer
cover equals to the length between the left and right legs
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(between the inner sides of the left and right legs). The
layer cover is connected with the gap of one layer or
multiple layers of at least two strips 23. The outer sides
of the left and right ends of the transversal layer cover
22, or the front and rear or one end of the longitudinal
layer cover 22 are separately connected with a baffle 24.
The strips 23 are directly connected with the legs or the
vertical plate 25 having the same width as the two legs.
The left and right sides of the vertical plate 25 cover the
other two sides of the legs to form a recess/square tube/
circular tube layer cover, which is fixed to the legs by the
bolt (spring clamp) via the positional adjustment holes
32 or moveably covered on the legs. A connecting plate
26 is used to connect the two ends (the bottom strips 23
or chair box side plate 16) of the vertical plate 25.
[0067] As shown in FIGS. 9-13, on a height-fixed desk
and chair is provided with a maximum height and space
38 for high school students or tall individuals. At the dis-
tance that desk moves close to the chair to meet the
requirement for correct sitting position, a person sits on
the chair having the corresponding height, the back is
against the chair back 17, the head, chest and abdomen
are against the desk backrest 21, the elbows are placed
on the desktop having the corresponding height or on
the elbow plate 6. From the lower ends (the desk bottom
10 and lower part of wheels 11) to the upper ends of the
desk/chair legs 8 are connected with at least one footrest.
The desk footrest 20 has the same width as the desk or
chair and has the length equal to the space between two
desk legs 8. When the desk is unused, the springs 35
act on the foot block 174 to leave the ground to make the
desk move. The footrest can be placed on the ground or
on a desk support plate 60 or on the connecting bracket
71 or can move in the lay cover 22. Under the four angles
of the footrest are vertically disposed with columns 37,
which are inserted in corresponding resilient support
holes 32 of a footrest seat 58. The resilient support holes
32 are circular tubes 62 that are sheathed with springs
35 (externally or intemally). The underside of the footrest
is against by springs 35 which are sheathed higher than
the circular tubes 62. After the footrest 20 is under pres-
sure, the lower ends of the columns 37 fall to the ground
and the lower ends of the columns 37 are sheathed with
cap nuts 190. The columns 37 of the footrest 20 whose
four angles are sheathed with bolts 34 are inserted in
corresponding desk/chair bases 9. The upper ends of
the two chair bases 9 have the same size as the springs
35 and the lower ends are inserted in the apertures (big
at the upper portion and small at the lower portion) having
the same size as the bolts 34. The upper ends of the
springs 35 are against the bolts 34 and the lower ends
are on the platform between the upper section and the
lower section. The footrest seat 58 is disposed on the
two front chair legs. The two angles (above the columns
37) of the chair footrest 320 adjacent to one end of the
chair are respectively disposed with an aperture and con-
nected with a tube, which are fixed to the two front chair
legs with the footrest seat 58. If the footrest is used as

the footrest seat 58 and place the spring type footrest in
a rectangular square (the length and width are defined
by feet) in the middle of the footrest seat 58, the footrest
under pressure will be parallel with the footrest seat 58.
As an improvement, the layer covers and the spring type
footrest can be combined together to be disposed in the
desk and chair. The layer covers are placed in a layer
box 68, which is connected with the upper portion of the
spring type footrest. The spring type footrest is disposed
on the chair base 9, which extends 1/2 or half of the chair
length. The front and rear bottoms of the chair base 9
are respectively disposed with wheels 11 to fit with the
desk that is either fixed to the ground or disposed on the
connecting bracket 71. The layer cover between the left
and right chair legs matches with the chair and the desk
is applicable to a plurality of chairs. With respect to the
layer box 68, the layer cover is mounted from the left and
right sides of the footrest and the baffle is mounted at the
rear end of the layer cover. The layer box 68 can be
disposed on the connecting bracket 71 or the track 30.
Use a hinge to connect the rear upper end of the layer
box 68 to the front of the chair front legs of the connecting
bracket 71. The front two upper ends of the layer box 68
extend to the left and right sides with a butt plate. The
butt plate is either on the connecting bracket 71 or the
track 30. The chair fits with the desk that is fixed on the
connecting bracket 71. The chair is fixed at the rear of
the connecting bracket 71. The desk whose front and
rear legs are disposed with wheels 11 and desk base-
tops 10 is placed on the connecting bracket 71 or the
track 30. The relative outer lower ends of the desk legs
are connected with the upper section of a flat bar 73. The
relative inner lower ends of the lower section of the flat
bar 73 are connected with the longitudinal layer cover 22
and float under the desk legs. The front and rear bottoms
of the chair base 9 are respectively disposed with wheels
11 to fit with the desk that is fixed to the rear of the con-
necting bracket 71.
[0068] As shown in FIGS. 14-16, the lower portions of
the desk legs are moveably disposed with a transversal
or longitudinal layer cover 22. The underside of the bot-
tom strip 23 of the transversal layer cover 22 is connected
with the upper end of the columns 37 of the spring type
footrest. The spring type footrest uses the two desk bases
9 whose front and rear sides are disposed with wheels
11 as the footrest seat 58. The desk footrest 20 that fits
with the transversal layer cover 22 is disposed in a move-
able cover 76. The width of the moveable cover 76 equals
to the width between the front and rear sides (including
the front and rear desk legs) of the transversal layer cover
22 and the length of the moveable cover equals to the
length between the left and right desk legs. The inward
recess at the opposite sides of the left and right moveable
cover 76 is formed by vertical plates, upper/lower strips
and front/rear baffles. The front of the recess is disposed
with a convex plate 78 at the left and right legs. The con-
vex plate is then equipped with a spring. Between the left
and right desk legs, the rear of the recess is sheathed
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with the desk footrest 20 whose width equals to the length
of the desk leg. The shaft passes through the aperture,
the spring and the convex plate 78 that are in the recess
of the desk footrest 20 to fix the desk footrest to the center
of the front and rear baffles of the recess. The upper and
lower portions of the front section of the recess are at-
tached by the connecting plate 26 as a whole. Because
the desk footrest 20 is extendable and the desk can move
close to the chair, the leg cover opening 85 is not required.
The middle of the two desk bases 9 and the connecting
plate 26 in the middle of the desk bases 9 are disposed
with a lock 79. An aperture 232 in the middle of the left
and right sides of the long-strip plate 82 of the lock 79 is
moveably connected with the corresponding portion of
the connecting plate 26 and the aperture 232 is used as
the centre of circle to the bottom of the strips 23 at the
middle of the front and rear desk legs as an arc edge 81.
From the aperture 232 on a long-strip plate 82 to one
side of the chair at one end of the arc edge 81 is con-
nected with an acute angle plate that is shorter from the
aperture 232 to the arc edge 81. The other end of the
acute angel plate (including the centre of circle to the
long-strip plate 82) having the same length as the acute
angle plate has a side edge facing downwards (90°).
When a user kicks the side edge of the other end of the
long-strip plate 82 by feet to make it engage with the side
of one end of the connecting plate 26, the arc edge 81
at the two ends of the long-strip plate 82 is just under the
left and right strips 23, and the lower end of the column
37 under pressure cannot reach to the ground. When a
user kicks the side edge of the acute angle plate by feet
to make it engage with the side of one end of the con-
necting plate 26, the arc edge 81 at the two ends of the
long-strip plate 82 moves to the front and rear inner sides
of the left and right strips 23, and the lower end of the
columns 37 under pressure can reach to the ground. The
upper portion of the chair legs are further equipped with
the longitudinal layer cover 22 and the flat square 182.
Furthermore, it is possible to make apertures at the front
and rear of the bottom strip 23 to the chair. Then use a
reversed T-shaped pin to fasten from bottom to top and
rotate 90 degree to place the pin on a reversed hook at
the L-shaped opening under the strip 23.
[0069] As shown in FIG. 20, on a height-fixed desk and
chair is provided with a maximum height and space 38
for high school students or tall individuals. At the distance
that desk moves close to the chair to meet the require-
ment for correct sitting position, a person sits on the chair
having the corresponding height, the back is against the
chair back 17, the head, chest and abdomen are against
the desk backrest 21, the elbows are placed on the desk-
top having the corresponding height or on the elbow plate
6. From the lower ends (the desk bottom 10 and lower
part of wheels 11) to the upper ends of the desk/chair
legs 8 are connected with at least one footrest. In the 1/4
point from the lower end of the desk and chair to the
maximum height is moveably connected with the chair
footrest 320. The width of the chair footrest 320 is the

width of the desk and chair and the length of the chair
footrest is the maximum length when the desk and chair
are separate. At that point, the footrest can be placed on
the ground or on a desk support plate 60 or on the con-
necting bracket 71 or can move in the lay cover. The
footrest and the support plate 60 can be adjusted up and
down by the bolts 34 of the positional adjustment holes
32.
[0070] As shown in FIG. 19, with respect to the pos-
ture-correcting device and the mechanism for fixing the
posture-correcting device, on the height-unadjustable
desk and chair is disposed with a maximum height and
space 38 for high school students or high individuals. At
the distance that desk moves close to the chair to meet
the requirement for correct sitting position, a person sits
on the chair having the corresponding height, the back
is against the chair back 17, the head, chest and abdo-
men are against the desk backrest 21, the elbows are
placed on the desktop having the corresponding height
or on an elbow plate 6, and one or more footrests are
disposed at the place where the feet are placed. I n the
1/4 point from the lower end of the desk and chair to the
maximum height is moveably connected with the chair
footrest 320. The width of the chair footrest 320 is the
width of the desk and chair and the length of the chair
footrest is the maximum length when the desk and chair
are separate. At that point, the footrest can be placed on
the ground or on a desk support plate 60 or on the con-
necting bracket 71 or can move in the lay cover. The
footrest and the support plate 60 can be adjusted up and
down by the bolts 34 of the positional adjustment holes
32. The footrest is covered in the layer cover. The posi-
tional adjustment holes 32 fit with each layer distance of
the layer covers. The chair footrest 320 on the chair legs
fits with the layers of the longitudinal layer cover 22 at
the same level of the lower portion of the desk legs. The
chair surface fit with the layer covers on the chair legs.
The front and rear of the two desk bases 9 are disposed
with the wheels 11.
[0071] As shown in FIGS. 1, 9, and 25, the footrest or
the support plate 60 is disposed with the leg cover open-
ing 85 or the leg cover hole, or under the footrest or the
support plate 60 is disposed with a leg space 87. The
width of the leg cover opening 85 of the desk footrest 20
close to the chair is a little more than the width of the left
and right chair front legs or equal to the width between
the left and right front legs or the chair box 12. The front
and rear of the desk come close to the maximum of one
or two vertical rectangle or a transversal rectangular
opening. The leg cover opening 85 fits with the leg cover
hole. The leg cover hole which is at the front (or slightly
at the rear side) of the desk footrest 20 fits with the leg
cover opening 85 at the rear of the desk footrest. The
width of the leg cover hole equals to the width of the leg
cover opening 85 and the length is slightly longer than
the length between the front and rear of the front leg. The
shape is one or two square, rectangle or circle or a trans-
versal rectangular hole or opening. The leg space 87 is
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at the bottom of the desk footrest 20. The height of the
leg space is slightly higher than or as high as the chair
base 9 and the width is slightly wider than the chair base
9 or comprises the two chair bases 9. The length of the
leg space is in the space of two vertical cuboids or a big
transversal flat cuboid of the desk footrest 20 when the
chair base 9 is sheathed into the desk footrest 20 to the
limit. The leg cover opening 85 and the leg cover hole on
the support plate 60 or the leg space 87 under the support
plate are similar to the desk footrest 20. In the invention,
in order for the feet to be placed on the footrest, the foot-
rest is required to be wider. If the chair has single left and
right legs, the footrest 20 is required to have the leg space
87 to be covered in the chair base 9. As shown in FIG.
31, in order for the desk and chair legs to be sheathed
together, the desk footrest 20 is disposed with left and
right leg cover openings 85.
[0072] The desk 1 is disposed with the desk backrest
21. The desk backrest 21 comprises a bracket body at
the rear of the desk where a mounting bracket 90 is dis-
posed. The mounting bracket 90 is on the desk or on the
base plate 91 at the upper end of the desk box. An upper
adjustable plate 98 is inserted into a traversal slot 67 on
the desktop or the base plate 91, which is disposed at
the bottom of the desktop 3 or above or under the base
plate 91. The desktop 3 or the base plate 91 can be used
as a slot plate 96 or upper plate 97.
[0073] As show in FIGS. 1-16, the lower rear end of
the desktop 3 is moveably connected with the rear upper
end of the desk. The desk having the desk backrest 21
is disposed with the desktop lifting mechanism. The desk-
top lifting mechanism is placed in the middle of the desk
box baseplate 13 and the two sides of the desktop lifting
mechanism are fixed with vertical clamp plate 101. The
vertical clamp plates are used to clamp a pumpkin-seed-
shaped lifting plate 102 of the desk box baseplate 13.
The desk box side plates 16 whose left and right lifting
plates 102 are disposed at the inner sides of the desk
box and which are used as the vertical clamp plate 101
are clamped by the relative inner sides of the vertical
clamp plate 101. The rear upper portion of the vertical
clamp plate 101 is moveably connected with the corre-
sponding part of the lifting plate 102. The rear top end of
the lifting plate 102 is moveably connected with the front
end (with the holes 32 and bolts 34) of a secondary con-
necting plate 103. The rear of the secondary connecting
plate 103 is placed on a raised edge 104 at the rear edge
of the adjustable baseplate 89 and the raised edge ex-
tends out of the adjustable baseplate. The lower adjust-
able plate 99 that is moveably connected with the lower
end (slightly at the upper position) of the sternal/ventral
plate 178 is moveably connected with a step 105 and a
flat plate 106 on the secondary connecting plate 103 as
well as a magnet 57 that is disposed in the middle of the
raised edge 104 of the adjustable baseplate 89. The front
ends of the left and right lifting plates 102 are connected
with 1-2 connecting plate 26. As shown in FIGS. 43-44
and 47, the bottom of the desk box baseplate 13 is re-

versely disposed with a spring adjustment element. A
reversed hanger plate 107 of the spring adjustment ele-
ment is in the middle of the left and right front ends. The
reversed hanger plate is moveably connected with the
front end of a longitudinal plate 261 and 1-2 columns 83
stand on the rear front end or slightly inner position of
the reversed hanger plate. The spring 35 on the column
83 supports the desk box baseplate 13 and is against
the longitudinal plate 261. The column 83 passes through
the hole 32 on the desk box baseplate 13. The upper end
of the column is sheathed with a hanger plate whose
diameter is larger than that of the column 83 and is move-
ably hanged on the desk box baseplate 13 to be parallel
with the upper portion of the adjustable baseplate 89.
Alternatively the longitudinal plate 261 is placed on the
reversed hook at the bottom of the column. At the corre-
sponding place of the secondary connecting plate 103 is
disposed with an aperture to fit with the column 83. In
addition, the upper arc of the lifting plate 102 is moveably
connected with the magnet that is disposed at the bottom
of the desktop.
[0074] As shown in FIGS. 31-41, the desk 1 equipped
with the desktop lifting mechanism is moveably connect-
ed with a bookrack 109. On a bookrack seat 110 at the
front end of the lifting plate 102 is moveably connected
with 1-2 frame tubes 111 in the transversal direction. The
upper end of the frame tube 111 vertically passes through
and extends over the top of the desktop. The bookrack
109 is composed of the book placing board 115 and 1-2
support tubes 112 that are moveably connected at the
rear of the bookrack. The book placing board 115 is dis-
posed with a book holding groove 116 and the lower end
of the book placing board is connected with a book baffle.
The support tube 112 of the bookrack 109 and the frame
tube 111 are moveably sheathed together. The frame
tube 111 on the desktop is sheathed with a moveable
pad or the lower end of the support tube 112 is connected
with a circular pad. The arc-shaped angle at the lower
end of the book placing board 115 attracts with the for-
ward and backward magnets on the desktop. The
bookrack 109 can be flat or inclined along with the desk-
top lifting mechanism and the book placing board 115
always remains the optimal distance and angle with eyes.
The left and right sides of the book placing board 115
indirectly attracts with the opened book by magnet. Fur-
thermore, for the purpose of storage, it is possible to
mount upper and lower moveable connecting mecha-
nisms at the front end of the lifting plate 102 or on 1-2
bookrack seats 110 of the connecting plate 26. One end
of the lower moveable connecting mechanism is move-
ably connected with the lifting plate 102 (connecting plate
26) in the longitudinal direction. The frame tube 111 can
be taken out from the desktop and inclinedly against a
bracket or the connecting plate 26 of the desk box front
plate 15. The other end of the upper moveable connecting
mechanism is moveably connected with the lower end
of the frame tube 111 in the transversal direction and is
rotatable back and forth. The frame tube 111 can verti-
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cally extends over the top of the desktop. The book plac-
ing board 115 and the support tube 112 are disposed
with a clamp and a storage slot.
[0075] As shown in FIGS. 1-2 and 12, the desktop is
disposed with the desktop lifting mechanism, which is at
the upper and lower sides in the transversal direction of
the length of a lifting adjustment plate 126. One side is
parallel and the other side is inclined. On the lifting ad-
justment plate 126 is disposed with the adjustable slot
94, which is parallel with the parallel edge of the lifting
adjustment plate 126. The lifting adjustment plate 126 is
fixed on the desk box side plate 16 by bolts 34 via the
adjustable slot 94. Furthermore, the adjustable slot 94
parallel to the lifting adjustment plate 126 can be trans-
versally disposed at the corresponding position of the
desk box side plate 16. In the middle of the transversal
adjustable slot 94 is disposed with a vertical slot. The
lifting adjustment plate 126 is sheathed on the desk box
side plate 16 by bolts 34 via the adjustable slot 94.
[0076] As shown in FIG. 1-25, the chair 2 is on the
ground. The front of the desk is disposed with the wheel
11 and the rear of the desk is disposed with the desk
base-top 10. Alternatively, the front and rear of the desk
are both disposed with the wheels 11, or the desk is fixed
on the ground, or the front and rear of the chair are both
disposed with the wheels 11. The chair is fixed on the
ground at the inner side of the two parallel tracks 30 or
close to the inner side of the two tracks 30 or on the tracks
30. The desk is on the two tracks 30 or close to the outer
side of the tracks 30 or on the ground at the outer side
of the tracks 30. The front of the desk is disposed with
the wheel 11 and the rear of the desk is disposed with
the desk base-top 10, or the front and rear of the desk
are both disposed with the wheels 11, or the desk is fixed
on the ground at the outer side of the two parallel tracks
30 or close to the outer side of the tracks 30 or on the
tracks 30. The chair is on the two tracks 30 or close to
the inner side of the track 30 or on the ground at the inner
side of the track 30. The chair is disposed on the track
30 of a desk/chair holder 130 or of a double-layer desk/
chair holder 131 or disposed on the connecting plate 26.
The desk is disposed on the track 30 at the front of the
chair, the front of the desk is disposed with the wheel 11,
and the rear of the desk is disposed with the desk base-
top 10 or both the front and rear of the desk are disposed
with the wheels 11. Alternatively, the desk is disposed
on the track 30 of the desk/chair holder 130 or of the
double-layer desk/chair holder 131 or disposed on the
connecting plate 26. The chair is disposed on the track
30 at the rear of the desk and both the front and rear of
the chair are disposed with the wheels 11. The desk/chair
holder 130 is a frame composed of one or more pairs of
longitudinal tracks 30 and two or more transversal con-
necting plates 26, or the double-layer desk/chair holder
131 is formed by connecting the upper and lower frames.
Under the desk/chair holder 130 and the double-layer
desk/chair holder 131 are disposed with support legs 136
or the wheels 11. The desk/chair holder 130 and the dou-

ble-layer desk/chair holder 131 can be disposed with one
or more sets or one or more rows of desks and chairs in
the longitudinal and transversal directions, respectively.
The desks and chairs are not against one another.
[0077] As shown in FIG. 17, the longitudinal layer cover
22 and the chair 2 are moveable back and forth along
the track 30, which turn upwards to lean against the
desk/chair holder 130, or the front end of the desk/chair
holder 130, or the connecting plate 26.
[0078] The lower sections of the chair legs 8 can be
omitted. It is only required to mount the upper sections
of the chair legs on the desk/chair holder 130, or the inner
sides of the tracks 30 and the connecting plate 26.
[0079] One end of the desk/chair holder 130 of the bi-
onic and posture-correcting desk and chair is disposed
with a frame head 141, or the driver seat is combined
with the chair 2 as a whole.
[0080] As shown in FIGS. 1-25, the chair back 17 is
moveably connected with the desk backrest 21 in an in-
direct way. The chair back 17 is moveably connected
with the upper section of the chair back support 18 by
bolts 34 via the positional adjustment holes 32 on the
chair back support 18. The chair back 17 is disposed with
a pillow backrest 135. The pillow backrest 135 is covered
by a pillow 137 and provides support 176 for the waist.
The lower end of the pillow backrest 135 can be inserted
in the chair back support 18 or a storage tube 138 at the
rear of the chair legs. The chair box 12 comprises a cover
plate, a bottom plate, left and right side plates 16, a rear
block plate 74, and chair box door 140.
[0081] When the desktop is flat, the user is "clamped"
in the middle of the desk backrest 21 and the chair back
17 to maintain the correct "forward sitting position" and
"backward sitting position" or the sitting position in be-
tween at all times, and meanwhile the sitting positions
can be easily adjusted or changed. The book placing
board 115 can be pulled or pushed forwards or back-
wards and is moveable up and down the frame tube 111
together with the support tube 112. The book placing
board 115 maintain the optimal distance and angle with
eyes. At this point, the lower adjustable plate 99 is move-
able along the step 105 of the secondary connecting plate
103. When the desk backrest 21 leans forwards to the
maximum limit of the correct "forward sitting position",
the lower adjustable plate 99 will fall from the step 105
to the flat plate 106 underneath. The end of the lower
adjustable plate 99 will be against the front of the sec-
ondary connecting plate 103 at the front of the flat plate
106. At this point, it is the fixed and correct "forward sitting
position". If the user uses the study position with the in-
clined desktop, when the user uses his elbows to press
the elbow plate 6 and uses his abdomen to act on the
sternal/ventral plate 178, the secondary connecting plate
103 will move forwards under the effect of the adjustable
baseplate 89. The end of the secondary connecting plate
103 will be naturally placed in the inner side of the raised
edge 104 of the adjustable baseplate 89 and against with
each other. The front end of the lifting plate 102 will be
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gradually raised up and stop after it pushes the desktop
to get the required inclined state. The support tube 112
is moveably connected with the frame tube 111 and goes
up with front end of the lifting plate 102. The lower end
of the book placing board 115 moves forwards on the
desktop and remains the optimal distance and angle with
eyes. The front end of the lower adjustable plate 99 is
moveable along the flat plate 106 and the raised edge
104. At this point, the user can lean forwards or back-
wards with the desk backrest 21 and the chair back 17,
and maintain the correct "forward sitting position" and
"backward sitting position" or the sitting position in be-
tween at all times, and meanwhile the sitting positions
which are comfortable and unlikely to cause fatigue can
be easily adjusted or changed. It should be noted that
during the process when the secondary connecting plate
103 moves towards on the desktop under the effect of
the lower adjustable plate 99, the user can use his elbows
to press the elbow plate 6 and uses his abdomen to push
the sternal/ventral plate 178 to maintain balance. The
desktop can be easily made with different inclined angles
for correct "backward sitting position". If the user intends
to use the study position with the flat desktop again, he
can use his elbows to press the elbow plate 6 and use
his abdomen to act on the sternal/ventral plate 178, and
at the same time use one feet that is on the desk footrest
20 to kick the rear of the lower longitudinal plate 261 to
enable the column 83 to push the secondary connecting
plate 103 to the top of the raised edge 104 of the adjust-
able baseplate 89. Afterwards, when the users uses his
elbows to press the elbow plate 6 to allow the desktop
to slowly drop, he uses the chest to act on the sternal/
ventral plate 178 of the desk backrest 21 to allow the
desk backrest 21 to be back to the position for correct
"forward sitting position". The desktop will be back to the
flat position. The support tube 112 is sheathed with the
frame tube 111 and perpendicularly drops with the desk-
top. The lower end of the book placing board 115 moves
backwards and remains the optimal distance and angle
with eyes. If the user intends to lean forwards or back-
wards, he can use his feet to kick the rear of the longitu-
dinal plate 261 to allow the column 83 to pass through
the aperture on the secondary connecting plate 103 and
push the lower adjustable plate 99 from the flat plate 106
to the step 105 of the secondary connecting plate 103
under the condition that the end of the lower adjustable
plate 99 is moveable on the step 105 of the secondary
connecting plate 103. In this way, the user will always be
at the correct "forward sitting position" or "backward sit-
ting position" or any position in between, and meanwhile
the sitting positions can be changed at will. If the user
intends to change the distance between the desk and
the chair or have a rest, what he needs to do is to raise
his feet and push or pull the desk or chair once.
[0082] On the chair back support 18 is disposed with
the chair back support adjustment mechanism. The chair
back support adjustment mechanism divides the left and
right chair back supports 18 into upper and lower chair

back supports. The upper chair back support is covered
in the lower chair back support. The relative inner sides
of the upper ends of the two upper chair back supports
are moveably connected with the chair back 17. The low-
er sections of the two upper chair back supports are fixed
with a resilient adjustment pin The resilient adjustment
pin is a resilient strip (piece) and is in a bended shape
(or the circular bended shape). The end of the bended
strip is disposed with 1-2 projected pins, passing through
the aperture on the inner wall of the upper chair back
support and fit with the positional adjustment holes of the
lower chair back support. The two ends of the chair back
17 are moveably connected with the upper chair back
support and can be adjusted up and down in the lower
chair back support. When a user sits on the chair, he
withdraws his feet, uses his hands to pull or push the
desk or chair to the appropriate distance, allows his waist
to lean against the chair back 17 and chest/abdomen
lean against the sternal/ventral plate 178, uses his feet
to stamp on the footrest hardly to allow the desk to be
securely connected with the chair as a whole. Place the
two elbows on the desktop or on the elbow plate 6, and
place the chin on the chin pad of the desk backrest. When
the user bend over or lean behind, the desk backrest 21
will move with the chair back 17 and the user will be
"clamped" in the middle. It allows the user to maintain
the correct "forward sitting position" and "backward sitting
position" or the sitting position in between at all times,
and meanwhile the sitting positions which are comforta-
ble and unlikely to cause fatigue can be easily adjusted
or changed. In addition, the book placing board 115 is
adjustable back and forth to maintain the optimal distance
and angle with eyes. At this point, the lower adjustable
plate 99 is on the adjustable baseplate 89 to move back
and forth. When a user leans forwards, the chin is on the
chin pad and the neck becomes shorter. When the user
lean backwards, the neck become longer. Consequently,
the user is required to press the adjustment button on
the desk backrest 21 when to change the sitting position.
In that case, the adjustable support can be extended and
the chin can be placed on the chin pad.
[0083] The middle portion of the desk footrest 20 is
disposed with a foot button 235. The lower portion of the
foot button 235 is connected with a foot block 174 by the
springs 35. When the desk is unused, the springs 35 act
on the foot block 174 to leave the ground to make the
desk move. When the desk is in use, the springs 35 act
on the foot block 174 to be tightly against the ground
because feet are placed on foot button 235. Alternatively,
the above structure can also be used for chair footrest
320.
[0084] The desk backrest 21 used in the invention can
also be replaced by the bionic and posture-correcting
backrest for study described in the patent
2009201681014.
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Claims

1. A bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair as-
sembly, comprising:

a desk (1) comprising a desk box, two desk legs
(8) each having a bottom, and a desktop (3) hav-
ing a lower surface, a front portion, and a rear
portion opposite to the front portion;
a chair (2) comprising a chair back (17); and
a desk footrest (20) connected to the bottoms
of the two desk legs (8);
a chair back being connected between supports
of the chair back.
characterized in that :
the rear portion of the desktop (3) is moveably
connected with the desk box;
the desktop (3) comprises a traversal slot (67)
set on the lower surface; and
the assembly further comprises a desktop lifting
mechanism disposed between the desktop and
a desk drawer for adjustement of the height and
inclination of the desktop, used for lifting the front
portion of the desktop (3) and a posture-correct-
ing device; wherein the posture-correcting de-
vice comprises an upper adjustable plate (98)
that has a first side and a second side opposite
to the first side, a lower adjustable plate (99) that
has a first side and a second side opposite to
the first side, and a desk backrest (21) that has
a surface; wherein the first side of the upper ad-
justable plate (98) is inserted into the traversal
slot (67), the first side of the lower adjustable
plate (99) is moveably connected with the desk-
top lifting mechanism, and the second side of
the upper adjustable plate (98) and the second
side of the lower adjustable plate (99) are con-
nected to the surface of the desk backrest (21).

2. The bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair as-
sembly of claim 1, characterized in that
each of the two desk legs (8) comprises a vertical
slot set in the vertical direction; and
the desktop lifting mechanism comprises two sup-
ports (202) arranged each in one of the two vertical
slots and movable along the vertical slots, and a ver-
tical plate (25) having an upper side and two other
sides adjacent to the upper side; wherein the upper
side of the vertical plate (25) is moveably connected
with the front portion of the desktop (3), and the two
sides adjacent to the upper side are connected each
to one of the two supports (202) so that when the
two supports (202) move upwards, the front portion
of the desktop (3) is lifted by the vertical plate (25).

3. The bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair as-
sembly of claim 1, characterized in that
the desk box comprises two side plates (16) and two

control grooves (218) each set on one of the two side
plates (16); and
the desktop lifting mechanism comprises a vertical
plate (25) having an upper side moveably connected
to the front portion of the desktop (3), and a support
pillar (219) arranged inside the desk box and move-
ably connected with the vertical plate (25); wherein
the vertical plate (25) further comprises a first corner
and a second corner that are moveably connected
each to one of the two control grooves (218) so that
the vertical plate (25) is supported by the support
pillar (219) and moves in the vertical direction, and
the front portion of the desktop(3) is lifted when the
vertical plate (25) moves upwards.

4. The bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair as-
sembly of claim 1, characterized in that the desk
footrest (20) comprises a foot button (235) having a
bottom, and a foot block (174) connected to the bot-
tom of the foot button (235), which bottom is con-
nected with foot block (174) by a spring (35).

5. The bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair as-
sembly of claim 1, characterized in that the assem-
bly further comprises:

two vertical clamp plates (101) arranged inside
the desk box;
a pumpkin-seed-shaped lifting plate (102)
clamped by the two vertical clamp plates (101)
and moveably connected with the front portion
of the desktop (3); and
a secondary connecting plate (103) moveably
connected with the pumpkin-seed-shaped lifting
plate (102) and the first side of the lower adjust-
able plate (99) so that when the secondary con-
necting plate (103) moves towards the pumpkin-
seed-shaped lifting plate (102), the pumpkin-
seed-shaped lifting plate (102) rises up and
pushes the front portion of the desktop (3).

6. The bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair as-
sembly of claim 5, characterized in that the assem-
bly further comprises:

frame tubes (111) moveably connected with the
pumpkin-seed-shaped lifting plate (102); and
a book rack (109) having a lower side;
wherein the book rack (109) is moveably con-
nected with and supported by the frame tubes
(111); and the lower side of the book rack (109)
is moveably connected with the desktop (3) and
moves on the desktop (3).

7. The bionic and posture-correcting desk and chair as-
sembly of claim 1, characterized in that the assem-
bly further comprises wheels (11) connected to a bot-
tom of the desk (1) or a bottom of the chair (2), and
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a track (30) arranged on the ground; wherein the
desk (1) or the chair (2) is arranged on the track (30).

8. A method of using the bionic and posture-correcting
desk and chair assembly of claim 1, characterized
in that the method comprises:

pulling or pushing the desk (1) or the chair (2)
to adjust the distance between the desk (1) and
the chair (2) when sitting on the chair (2); and
leaning on the chair back (17) and abutting on
the desk backrest (21).

Patentansprüche

1. Bionische und die Haltung korrigierende Schreib-
tisch- und Stuhlanordnung, umfassend:

einen Schreibtisch (1), der einen Schreibtisch-
kasten, zwei Schreibtischbeine (8), die jeweils
eine Unterseite aufweisen, und eine Schreib-
tischplatte (3) mit einer unteren Oberfläche, ei-
nem vorderen Abschnitt und einem hinteren Ab-
schnitt, der dem vorderen Abschnitt gegenüber-
liegt, umfasst;
einen Stuhl (2), der eine Stuhlrückenlehne (17)
umfasst; und
eine Schreibtischfußstütze (20), die mit den Un-
terseiten der zwei Schreibtischbeine (8) verbun-
den ist;
wobei eine Stuhlrückenlehne zwischen Stützen
der Stuhlrückenlehne verbunden ist;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der hintere Abschnitt der Schreibtischplatte (3)
mit dem Schreibtischkasten beweglich verbun-
den ist;
die Schreibtischplatte (3) einen Querschlitz (67)
umfasst, der auf der unteren Oberfläche ausge-
bildet ist; und
die Anordnung ferner einen Schreibtischplatten-
Hebemechanismus umfasst, der zwischen der
Schreibtischplatte und einer Schreibtischschub-
lade zur Verstellung der Höhe und Neigung der
Schreibtischplatte angeordnet ist und zum An-
heben des vorderen Abschnitts der Schreib-
tischplatte (3) und einer die Haltung korrigieren-
den Vorrichtung verwendet wird; wobei die die
Haltung korrigierende Vorrichtung eine obere
verstellbare Platte (98), die eine erste Seite und
eine zweite Seite gegenüber der ersten Seite
aufweist, eine untere verstellbare Platte (99), die
eine erste Seite und eine zweite Seite gegen-
über der ersten Seite aufweist, und eine
Schreibtischrückenlehne (21) umfasst, die eine
Oberfläche aufweist;
wobei die erste Seite der oberen verstellbaren
Platte (98) in den Querschnitt (67) eingefügt ist,

die erste Seite der unteren verstellbaren Platte
(99) mit dem Schreibtischplatten-Hebemecha-
nismus beweglich verbunden ist und die zweite
Seite der oberen verstellbaren Platte (98) und
die zweite Seite der unteren verstellbaren Platte
(99) mit der Oberfläche der Schreibtischrücken-
lehne (21) verbunden sind.

2. Bionische und die Haltung korrigierende Schreib-
tisch- und Stuhlanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass
jedes der zwei Schreibtischbeine (8) einen vertikalen
Schlitz umfasst, der in der vertikalen Richtung aus-
gebildet ist; und
der Schreibtischplatten-Hebemechanismus zwei
Stützen (202), die in einem der zwei vertikalen Schlit-
ze angeordnet und entlang der vertikalen Schlitze
beweglich sind, und eine vertikale Platte (25) mit ei-
ner oberen Seite und zwei anderen Seiten, die be-
nachbart der oberen Seite liegen, umfasst; wobei die
obere Seite der vertikalen Platte (25) mit dem vor-
deren Abschnitt der Schreibtischplatte (3) beweglich
verbunden ist und die zwei Seiten, die benachbart
der oberen Seite liegen, jeweils mit einer der zwei
Stützen (202) verbunden sind, sodass, wenn sich
die zwei Stützen (202) nach oben bewegen, der vor-
dere Abschnitt der Schreibtischplatte (3) von der ver-
tikalen Platte (25) angehoben wird.

3. Bionische und die Haltung korrigierende Schreib-
tisch- und Stuhlanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Schreibtischkasten zwei Seitenplatten (16) und
zwei Steuernute (218) umfasst, die jeweils auf einer
der zwei Seitenplatten (16) ausgebildet sind; und
der Schreibtischplatten-Hebemechanismus eine
vertikale Platte (25), die eine obere Seite aufweist,
die mit dem vorderen Abschnitt der Schreibtischplat-
te (3) beweglich verbunden ist, und einen Stützpfei-
ler (219) umfasst, der in dem Schreibtischkasten an-
geordnet und mit der vertikalen Platte (25) beweglich
verbunden ist; wobei die vertikale Platte (25) ferner
eine erste Ecke und eine zweite Ecke umfasst, die
jeweils mit einer der zwei Steuernuten (218 beweg-
lich verbunden sind, sodass die vertikale Platte (25)
von dem Stützpfeiler (219) gestützt wird und sich in
der vertikalen Richtung bewegt, und der vordere Ab-
schnitt der Schreibtischplatte (3) angehoben wird,
wenn sich die vertikale Platte (25) nach oben be-
wegt.

4. Bionische und die Haltung korrigierende Schreib-
tisch- und Stuhlanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die
Schreibtischfußstütze (20) einen Fußknopf (235) mit
einer Unterseite und einem Fußblock (174) umfasst,
der mit der Unterseite des Fußknopfes (235) verbun-
den ist, wobei die Unterseite mit dem Fußblock (174)
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durch eine Feder (35) verbunden ist.

5. Bionische und die Haltung korrigierende Schreib-
tisch- und Stuhlanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anordnung ferner
Folgendes umfasst:

zwei vertikale Klemmplatten (101), die in dem
Schreibtischkasten angeordnet sind;
eine kürbiskernförmige Hebeplatte (102), die
von den zwei vertikalen Klemmplatten (101) ein-
gespannt und mit dem vorderen Abschnitt der
Schreibtischplatte (3) beweglich verbunden ist;
und
eine sekundäre Verbindungsplatte (103), die mit
der kürbiskernförmigen Hebeplatte (102) und
der ersten Seite der unteren verstellbaren Platte
(99) beweglich verbunden ist, sodass, wenn
sich die sekundäre Verbindungsplatte (103) zu
der kürbiskernförmigen Hebeplatte (102) be-
wegt, sich die kürbiskernförmige Platte (102) er-
hebt und den vorderen Abschnitt der Schreib-
tischplatte (3) schiebt.

6. Bionische und die Haltung korrigierende Schreib-
tisch- und Stuhlanordnung nach Anspruch 5, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anordnung ferner
Folgendes umfasst:

Gestellrohre (111), die mit der kürbiskernförmi-
gen Hebeplatte (102) beweglich verbunden
sind; und
eine Bücherablage (109) mit einer unteren Sei-
te;
wobei die Bücherablage (109) mit den Gestell-
rohren (111) beweglich verbunden ist und von
diesen gestützt wird; und die untere Seite der
Bücherablage (109) mit der Schreibtischplatte
(3) beweglich verbunden ist und sich auf der
Schreibtischplatte (3) bewegt.

7. Bionische und die Haltung korrigierende Schreib-
tisch- und Stuhlanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anordnung ferner
Räder (11), die mit einer Unterseite des Schreib-
tischs (1) oder einer Unterseite des Stuhls (2) ver-
bunden sind, und eine Führungsbahn (30) umfasst,
die auf dem Boden angeordnet ist; wobei der
Schreibtisch (1) oder der Stuhl (2) auf der Führungs-
bahn (30) angeordnet ist.

8. Verfahren zum Verwenden der bionischen und die
Haltung korrigierenden Schreibtisch- und Stuhlan-
ordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Ziehen oder Schieben des Schreibtischs (1)
oder des Stuhls (2), um während des Sitzens

auf dem Stuhl (2) den Abstand zwischen dem
Schreibtisch (1) und dem Stuhl (2) einzustellen;
und
Lehnen auf die Stuhlrückenlehne (17) und Auf-
legen auf die Schreibtischrückenlehne (21).

Revendications

1. Ensemble de chaise et de bureau bionique correc-
teur de posture, comprenant :

un bureau (1) comprenant un caisson de bu-
reau, deux jambes de bureau (8) possédant cha-
cun un pied, et un dessus de bureau (3) possé-
dant une surface inférieure, une partie avant et
une partie arrière opposée à la partie avant ;
une chaise (2) comprenant un dossier de chaise
(17) ; et
un repose-pieds de bureau (20) relié aux pieds
des deux jambes de bureau (8) ;
un dossier de chaise relié entre les supports du
dossier de chaise ;
caractérisé en ce que
la partie arrière du dessus de bureau (3) est re-
liée de façon mobile au caisson de bureau ;
le dessus de bureau (3) comprend une fente
transversale (67) dans la surface inférieure ; et
l’ensemble comprend en outre un mécanisme
de levage de bureau monté entre le bureau et
un tiroir de bureau, pour le réglage de la hauteur
et de l’inclinaison du bureau, utilisé pour relever
la partie avant du dessus de bureau (3), ainsi
qu’un dispositif de correction de posture ; dans
lequel le dispositif de correction de posture com-
prend un plateau supérieur réglable (98) possé-
dant un premier coté et un deuxième côté op-
posé au premier côté, un plateau inférieur ré-
glable (99) possédant un premier côté et un
deuxième côté opposé au premier côté, et un
dossier de bureau (21) possédant une surface ;
dans lequel le premier côté du plateau supérieur
réglable (98) est inséré dans la fente transver-
sale (67), le premier côté du plateau inférieur
réglable (99) est relié de façon mobile au méca-
nisme de levage de bureau, et le deuxième côté
du plateau supérieur réglable (98) ainsi que le
deuxième côté du plateau inférieur réglable (99)
sont reliés à la surface du dossier de bureau
(21).

2. Ensemble de chaise et de bureau bionique correc-
teur de posture selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que
chacune des deux jambes de bureau (8) comprend
deux fentes verticales disposées dans le sens
vertical ; et
le mécanisme de levage de bureau comprend deux
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supports (202) agencés respectivement dans l’une
des deux fentes verticales et déplaçables le long des
fentes verticales, ainsi qu’un plateau vertical (25)
possédant un côté supérieur et deux autres côtés
adjacents au côté supérieur ; dans lequel le côté su-
périeur du plateau vertical (25) est relié de façon
mobile à la partie avant du dessus de bureau (3), et
les deux côtés adjacents au côté supérieur sont re-
liée respectivement à l’un des deux supports (202),
de sorte que lorsque les deux supports (202) se dé-
placent vers le haut, la partie avant du dessus de
bureau (3) est relevée par le plateau vertical (25).

3. Ensemble de chaise et de bureau bionique correc-
teur de posture selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que
le caisson de bureau comprend deux plateaux laté-
raux (16) et deux rainures de contrôle (218) prévues
respectivement dans l’un des deux plateaux latéraux
(16) ; et
le mécanisme de levage de bureau comprend un
plateau vertical (25) possédant un côté supérieur re-
lié de façon mobile à la partie avant du dessus de
bureau (3), et une colonne de support (219) agencée
à l’intérieur du caisson de bureau et reliée de façon
mobile au plateau vertical (25) ; dans lequel le pla-
teau vertical (25) comprend en outre un premier coin
et un deuxième coin respectivement reliés de façon
mobile à l’une des deux rainures de contrôle (218),
de manière à ce que le plateau vertical (25) soit sup-
porté par la colonne de support (219) et se déplace
dans la direction verticale, tandis que la partie avant
du dessus de bureau (3) est relevée lorsque le pla-
teau vertical (25) se déplace vers le haut.

4. Ensemble de chaise et de bureau bionique correc-
teur de posture selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que le repose-pieds de bureau (20) comprend
un bouton de pied (235) possédant une extrémité
inférieure, et un bloc de pied (174) relié à l’extrémité
inférieure du bouton de pied (235), ladite extrémité
inférieure étant reliée au bloc de pied (174) par un
ressort (35).

5. Ensemble de chaise et de bureau bionique correc-
teur de posture selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que l’ensemble comprend en outre :

deux plateaux de serrage verticaux (101) agen-
cés à l’intérieur du caisson de bureau ;
un plateau de levage en forme de graine de cour-
ge (102) serrée par les deux plateaux de serrage
verticaux (101) et reliée de façon mobile à la
partie avant du dessus de bureau (3) ; et
un plateau de connexion secondaire (103) relié
de façon mobile au plateau de levage en forme
de graine de courge (102) et au premier côté du
plateau inférieur réglable (99), de manière à ce

que lorsque le plateau de connexion secondaire
(103) se déplace vers le plateau de levage en
forme de graine de courge (102), le plateau de
levage en forme de graine de courge (102) se
relève et pousse la partie avant du dessus de
bureau (3).

6. Ensemble de chaise et de bureau bionique correc-
teur de posture selon la revendication 5, caractérisé
en ce que l’ensemble comprend en outre :

des tubes de cadre (111) relies de façon mobile
au plateau de levage en forme de graine de cour-
ge (102) ; et
une étagère à livres (109) possédant un côté
inférieur ;
dans lequel l’étagère à livres (109) est reliée de
façon mobile aux tubes de cadre (111) et sup-
portée par ceux-ci ; et le côté inférieur de l’éta-
gère à livres (109) est relié de façon mobile au
dessus de bureau (3).

7. Ensemble de chaise et de bureau bionique correc-
teur de posture selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que l’ensemble comprend en outre des rou-
lettes (11) reliée à un pied du bureau (1) ou à un pied
de la chaise (2), et une piste (30) agencée au sol ;
dans lequel le bureau (1) ou la chaise (2) est agencé
(e) sur la piste (30).

8. Procédé pour l’utilisation d’un ensemble de chaise
et de bureau bionique correcteur de posture selon
la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le procédé
comprend :

l’action de tirer ou pousser le bureau (1) ou la
chaise (2) pour régler la distance entre le bureau
(1) et la chaise (2) en étant assis sur la chaise
(2) ; et
l’action de s’adosser au dossier de chaise (17)
et de s’appuyer contre le dossier de bureau (21).
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